The center of the Milky Way is predicted to be the brightest region of γ-rays generated by selfannihilating dark matter particles. Excess emission about the Galactic center above predictions made for standard astrophysical processes has been observed in γ-ray data collected by the Fermi Large Area Telescope. It is well described by the square of an NFW dark matter density distribution. Although other interpretations for the excess are plausible, the possibility that it arises from annihilating dark matter is valid. In this paper, we characterize the excess emission as annihilating dark matter in the framework of an effective field theory. We consider the possibility that the annihilation process is mediated by either pseudo-scalar or vector interactions and constrain the coupling strength of these interactions by fitting to the Fermi Large Area Telescope data for energies 1-100 GeV in the 15
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the overwhelming evidence from astrophysics and cosmology that roughly 80% of the matter in our Universe is in the form of dark, non-baryonic particles, how this so-called dark matter (DM) fits with the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is currently unknown. Determining the nature of DM is one of the most pressing questions in the physical sciences, and a wide array of experiments are underway which hope to shed light on its identity by observing its interactions with the better understood particles of the SM.
Indirect detection is one of the promising avenues to elucidate the nature of DM. This method attempts to detect and discriminate the SM particles produced by DM particle annihilations (or decays) from those produced by conventional astrophysical processes. γ-rays of ∼ GeV energies are a particularly effective messenger because they propagate unhindered on galactic scales, and * ckarwin@uci.edu † smurgia@uci.edu ‡ ttait@uci.edu § tporter@stanford.edu ¶ flip.tanedo@ucr.edu thus can be effectively traced back along the direction of their origin. In recent years, the Fermi Large Area Telescope (Fermi-LAT) has mapped out the γ-ray sky with the highest sensitivity of space-borne detectors to date, leading to the current best limits on the annihilation cross section for ∼ 100 GeV DM annihilations that result in γ-rays. Numerical simulations of galaxy formation offer clues as to where DM annihilation is expected to shine the most brightly. The simulations typically predict a large concentration of DM close to the Galactic center (GC), which smoothly falls off with Galactocentric radius. They also predict localized over-densities of DM, some of which correspond to dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies. Both targets provide complementary regions of interest for DM searches. The DM related emission from the dwarf galaxies is expected to be of lower intensity, but to be relatively free of standard astrophysical backgrounds. Searches for γ-ray emission from dwarf satellites of the Milky Way have so far shown no convincing signal of DM annihilation [1, 2] . In contrast, the GC is expected to produce a higher intensity annihilation signal. However, the region about the GC is strongly confused because of the intense interstellar emission and numerous discrete sources of γ-rays that are summed along and through the line-of-sight toward the GC. The estimation of these fore-/background contributions pose a significant challenge for detection of arXiv:1612.05687v1 [hep-ph] 17 Dec 2016 DM annihilation at the GC.
There seems to be an excess of γ-rays from the direction of the GC, above the expectations from astrophysics. This feature was first observed by Goodenough and Hooper [3, 4] , and its general features, a spatial morphology remarkably consistent with predictions for a DM annihilation signal and a spectrum that peaks at a few GeV, persist in more recent analyses [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The Fermi-LAT collaboration has released its own analysis [17] of the γ-rays from the direction of the inner galaxy based on specialized interstellar emission models (IEMs) for estimating the fore-/background emissions, and enabling the analysis to make the first separation of the γ-ray emission of the ∼ 1 kpc region about the GC from the rest of the Galaxy. Even with these IEMs, which represent the most sophisticated modeling to date, the excess persists. However, its spectral properties are strongly dependent on the assumed IEM, making it challenging to conclusively identify its origin. As a result, it remains unclear whether this signal arises from DM annihilation rather than from a currently unknown contribution from astrophysics such as a large population of milli-second pulsars, cosmic-ray (CR) proton or electron outbursts, additional cosmic ray sources, and/or emission from a stellar over-density in the Galactic bulge [11, 16, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . An interesting development is the use of statistical tools which indicate that GeV photons from the direction of the inner galaxy region show significantly more clustering than would be expected from Poisson noise from smooth components [24] [25] [26] [27] . However, it remains difficult with the current models to disentangle whether this feature represents a property of the excess itself, or unmodelled variation in the background components [28] .
While it is clearly premature to claim that the GeV excess represents a confirmed signal of DM annihilation, in this paper we extract the properties of the excess under the assumption that it does. We make simultaneous fits to the parameters of generic, realistic particle physics model of DM annihilation together with those defining the broad characterization of the possible fore-/backgrounds determined using the methodology of Ref [17] . As a result, we can compare with the expectations for such models from direct searches for DM and colliders, finding that the null results of those searches play a significant role in shaping the allowed parameter space.
Our work is organized as follows. In Section II, we very briefly review the methodology of the Fermi-LAT analysis [17] to formulate realistic IEMs, which crucially define the fore-and backgrounds as well as the astrophysical contributions from the GC itself. This is followed in Section III by a revisitation of some of the most important morphological and spectral features of the signal: its centroid and whether there is evidence for two separate components with distinct morphologies and spectra. In Section IV, we define realistic flexible DM models described by effective field theories (EFTs), and perform a maximum likelihood (ML) fit to determine the ranges of their parameters capable of describing the excess together with the IEM parameters. We compare the ML regions of those models to direct and collider searches for DM in Section V. Section VI contains our conclusions and outlook.
II. INTERSTELLAR EMISSION MODEL AND ANALYSIS

A. Data
The analysis presented in this paper employs the same data as used by Ref [17] : front converting events corresponding to the P7REP CLEAN V15 selection [29] , in the energy range 1-100 GeV, and with zenith angles less than 100
• . Exposure maps and the PSF for the pointing history of the observations were produced using the Fermi-LAT ScienceTools package (version 09-34-02) 1 . Events are selected from approximately 62 months of data, from 2008-08-11 until 2013-10-15. We note that for high statistics analyses such as the one presented here a notable difference is not expected in the results obtained with the P7REP CLEAN V15 data processing and those processed using Pass 8 [30] ; this is confirmed by several previous analyses [16, 26, 31] .
B. Interstellar Emission Models
The interstellar emission is the largest contribution to the γ-ray emission toward and through the line-ofsight toward the GC. To separate the contribution by the Galaxy between our location and the inner 1 kpc region about the GC, and that on the other side of the GC, specialized IEMs (four in total) were developed for the Ref [17] analysis. The methodology employed templates calculated using the well-known GALPROP CR propagation modeling code 2 that were scaled to the data outside of the inner 15
• × 15
• region about the GC. Under the assumption of Galactocentric azimuthal symmetry, these IEMs were used to estimate the fore-/background emission over the 15
• region, enabling the separation. Employing this prescriptive methodology ensures that minimal biases are introduced when fitting to the inner region. In addition, point source lists were developed for each IEM with the properties of the individual point sources obtained in a combined ML fit over the 15
• region. The construction of each IEM and its associated point-source list/model is a critical improvement over earlier works because the residual emission is strongly dependent on modeling both the over the region self-consistently.
The four distinct IEMs from Ref [17] are labeled:
• Pulsars, intensity-scaled • Pulsars, index-scaled • OB stars, intensity-scaled • OB stars, index-scaled
The IEMs differ in the assumed distribution of the sources of CRs as tracing either the distributions of pulsars or OB stars; and in the procedure employed to scale the γ-ray intensity of the fore-/background components outside of the 15
• region to the data, either by scaling the normalization of the model templates for intensity-scaled IEMs, or scaling the normalization and spectral index (the latter only for gas-related templates interior to the solar circle) for the index-scaled IEMs. Notably, it was found that the data are compatible with a contribution from γ-rays from DM annihilation, and that the agreement between the data and the model significantly improves for all four IEMs when an additional component with a DM annihilation morphology is included in the fit.
C. Analysis Procedure
We employ the procedure developed by the Fermi-LAT Collaboration in [17] , which performs a ML fit of a model consisting of one of the four IEMs and its corresponding list of point sources to the data in the 15
• region. For each model, we include a DM annihilation contribution (described below) and perform the fit using the gtlike package of the Fermi-LAT ScienceTools. The results of the fit are the coefficients of the interstellar emission components from within the the innermost ∼1 kpc, as well as those describing the DM model under consideration. All point sources with a test statistic (defined as in [32] ) T S > 9 are included in the model. Their fluxes and spectra are determined by iterative fits, with each iteration freeing the spectral parameters for a subset of point sources in order of decreasing TS.
III. MORPHOLOGY AND SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS
The DM spatial distribution used in this paper is described in this section. Because [17] tested spatial templates fixed at the position of Sgr A* we investigate the possibility of an offset from this location by refitting the DM spatial distribution and scanning the ML grid about the GC. If a large offset is found, it might challenge a DM interpretation of the excess. For some IEMs the DM spectrum obtained by [17] extended beyond 10 GeV, but a dedicated study of the spatial distribution > 10 GeV was not made; this is also investigated in this section.
A. Dark Matter Component
The results of numerical simulations for galaxy formation can broadly be described by the Navarro, Frenk, and White (NFW) profile [33] :
For this analysis, we use a scale radius R s = 20 kpc, and ρ 0 corresponding to a local DM density ρ = 0.4 GeV/cm 3 . Two values for the inner slope γ of the DM distribution are considered, γ = 1, 1.2. The more cuspy distribution γ = 1.2 is motivated by the possibility of halo contraction due to the influence of baryons, which are typically not included in the simulations [34] . The square of the NFW distribution is used as a template for DM annihilation, and we refer to it as the "NFW profile" (for γ = 1) or "NFW-c" (for γ = 1.2).
B. NFW Centroid
The centroid of the Milky Way DM halo is conventionally centered at the location of Sgr A*. Because a large offset from this location might disfavor a DM interpretation, we verify that the centroid of the excess is sufficiently close. An offset between the centroid of the DM halo and Sgr A* as large as approximately 2
• is consistent with numerical DM simulations, with the largest offsets tending to correlate with flatter central profiles [35, 36] . An offset in the centroid position was previously reported in [13, 37] , while other studies of the GC excess have found it to be consistent with Sgr A*.
We investigate the centroid position of the excess by scanning the ML for different locations near Sgr A*, for each of the four IEMs. A power-law with exponential cutoff is employed for the spectral model, following [17] . The scan is performed by making the ML fit following Sec. II with the DM template centered at each point of a grid with spacing 0.2
• centered on Sag A*. The results of the scan are shown in Fig. 1 , where the color scale shows the 2∆logL as a function of Galactic latitude and longitude. The intersections of the dotted grid lines correspond to the points where the likelihood is evaluated. The circle indicates the position of Sgr A*, and the triangle is the most likely position of the centroid for that IEM. We find that the centroid position is offset from Sgr A* for all four IEMs, with the Pulsars, index-scaled model displaying the largest offset, both in longitude (0.6
• ) and latitude (0.2
• ). The other three models prefer an offset only in longitude (within 0.4
• up to the grid accuracy). Based on the scan, Sgr A* is not favored as the location of the NFW centroid for all four IEMs, however its position is roughly consistent with a DM interpretation for the GC excess and imperfections in the IEMs could plausibly introduce an offset. We therefore assume for the remainder of this paper that the DM distribution is centered at Sgr A*. 
C. Multiple Component Fit
Whether the high-energy tail (> 10 GeV) of the GeV excess spectrum is related to that at lower energies remains an open issue. In [17] , the excess emission above 10 GeV is most prominent in the intensity-scaled IEMs. For the index-scaled variants however, it is largely attributed to interstellar emission (see also [10] ). The origin of the > 10 GeV excess has been previously investigated by several studies. In [28] , the excess emission above 10 GeV is found to cut off in the innermost few degrees about the GC (unlike the excess at a few GeV) and therefore to have a different spatial morphology; secondary emission from unresolved millisecond pulsars is proposed as
FIG. 2. Differential fluxes (broken down into components, as indicated) integrated over the 15
• region for the two component fits, along with their fractional residuals, for the Pulsars, intensity-scaled IEM. an interpretation. In [37] , the excess emission above 10 GeV is found to have a similar radial profile as the peak emission. Ref [37] also discusses the interplay with the Fermi Bubbles, although the bubble morphology close to the Galactic plane is uncertain.
Here we investigate the morphology of the > 10 GeV excess emission present for the Pulsars and OB stars, intensity-scaled IEMs. We perform a ML fit over the 1-100 GeV energy range with two components to model the GC excess: an NFW template; and a second component that has either an NFW, gas, or a 2D gaussian (with half-width, half maximum of 1
• , 2 • , 5
• , or 10 • ) morphology. These are the same templates that were employed by [17] . Six template combinations for the two intensity-scaled models are therefore tested. The spectrum for each template is modeled as a power law with an exponential cutoff function. The ML fit is performed iteratively, as described in section II, and the results are shown in Tables I and II for the Pulsars and OB stars, intensity-scaled IEM, respectively. The NFW + NFW combination is favored over all of the others considered, for both IEMs.
In Fig. 2 the differential fluxes integrated over the 15
• ×15
• region for the two component fits, along with the fractional residuals, are shown for the Pulsars, intensityscaled model. The contribution to the flux from each of the two spatial components and the IEM are shown, with the IEM broken down into the contributions from inverse Compton (IC), π 0 emission from the inner ∼ 1 kpc ("ring 1" in the legend), and from the point sources. For each of the six combinations we consider, the low energy excess is better described by an NFW morphology. The more peaked 2D gaussian templates (1 • and 2 • ) have spectra that peak in the few GeV energy range and cutoff at higher energies. Note that their contribution is always well below the contribution assigned to the NFW template. On the other hand, the spectra for the broader 2D gaussian templates (5 • and 10 • ) are more prominent at higher energies, suggesting that the high-energy tail of the GeV excess is consistent with an extended component in the region. The NFW morphology, which is peaked towards the GC and broadly extended in the region, is better suited to model the excess emission over the full energy range compared to the other options we have considered. However, due to the limitations of the IEMs together with the limited statistics at the higher energies, it is difficult to conclude decisively whether or not the high-energy tail is a true feature of the GC excess. Given the current preference for a single NFW morphology for both low and high energy components, we include the full energy range when comparing with the DM scenarios in Section IV below.
IV. DARK MATTER INTERPRETATION
In this section we fit the parameters of particle physics models of DM, together with the parameters describing the fore-/backgrounds, extracting a comprehensive DM interpretation of the GC excess. As described in more detail below, we employ a parameterization of the DM particle physics model which allows for distinct annihilation rates into up-type quarks, down-type quarks, and leptons. Our parametrization has more flexibility than the often-considered annihilation into a single channel of SM particles and, in this sense, is better able to capture a wider array of realistic particle physics models for DM annihilation than those typically used in indirect searches.
A. EFT Description of Dark Matter Interactions
We consider two representative EFTs that describe the DM interactions with the SM fermions. These theories form part of a universal set of operators to which any theory of DM flows at low energies, well below the masses of the particles responsible for communicating between the SM and the dark matter [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Such models have previously been considered to describe the GC excess [44, 45] . More generalized constructions are employed here, and their parameters are fit together with the IEM parameters as described in Section II. Of course, models with light mediators are also interesting, and worthy of investigation in their own right [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . We leave exploration of such theories for future work.
Both of our considered EFTs are chosen such that they mediate s-wave (velocity-unsuppressed) annihila-tion, because a p-wave annihilation mechanism would require such strong interactions to overcome the innate v 2 ∼ 10 −4 suppression that it is likely to already be ruled out by direct and/or collider searches. We further restrict them to follow the principle of minimal flavor violation (MFV) [54] , such that the most stringent constraints from flavor-violating observables are mitigated by small Yukawa interactions. We consider models containing either pseudo-scalar or vector Lorentz structures described by Lagrangians L ps and L vec (respectively, in the fermion mass basis),
where i = 1, 2, 3 is the sum over fermion flavor with the indicated relative weighting of m fi (1) for the pseudoscalar (vector) interaction types, as dictated by the leading terms consistent with MFV. The Λ u,d, are parameters with dimensions of energy which specify the separate interaction strengths between the DM and up-type quarks, down-type quarks, and charged leptons. Together with the DM mass, m χ , these coefficients specify the point in parameter space for the DM model. They represent generalizations (in that they allow the couplings of up-type and down-type quarks and leptons to vary independently) of the commonly considered interactions D4 and D5 used in DM searches via direct detection and at colliders [41] .
B. γ-ray Flux from Dark Matter Annihilation
The interactions in both the pseudo-scalar and vector models defined in Eqs. (2,3) lead to cross sections for a pair of DM particles to annihilate χχ → f f (where f is any SM fermion):
where · indicates averaging over the DM velocity profile, N f = 3 (1) for quarks (leptons) counts their color degrees of freedom, and Λ f is the appropriate Λ u,d, for the fermion under consideration. The inclusive cross section for annihilation into up-type quarks, down-type quarks, and charged leptons is the sum of the individual cross sections for all three flavors of each fermion type, and the total cross section σv is the sum of the three inclusive cross sections. In presenting results, we typically trade the three parameters Λ u,d, for σv and the fractional cross sections f u , f d , and f (with f u + f d + f = 1). It is easy to map these back into the Λ u,d, parameters using the appropriate single channel cross section from Eqs. (4) and (5). The γ-ray intensity and spectrum from DM annihilation is constructed by summing over all of the annihilation channels:
where dN f γ /dE is the number of γ rays per annihilation into the f f channel, generated from the PPPC 4 DM ID package [55] based on fits to Pythia 8.1 [56] , and η = 2(4) for Majorana (Dirac) DM. The integral is the J-factor, obtained by integrating the DM density ρ 2 (x) corresponding to either an NFW or NFW-c distribution, Eq. (1), over the line of sight (los) in direction ψ.
To determine the preferred DM model parameters for each IEM, we fix the DM mass in the range from 10 -250 GeV in 10 GeV increments. For each mass hypothesis the analysis procedure of Section II determines the fitted values of the DM model parameters f u , f d , and f , along with the coefficients of the interstellar emission components from within the innermost ∼1 kpc and point sources, as usual. We repeat this scan for both NFW and NFW-c annihilation morphologies and for both the pseudo-scalar and vector models described above. We find that the DM component is detected with high statistical significance for all IEMs, and for pseudo-scalar as well as vector interactions. The likelihood values for pseudo-scalar interactions are summarized in Table III .
C. Results for Pseudo-scalar Interactions
In Fig. 3 , we display the likelihood profile as a function of the DM mass for each of the IEMs for the NFW-c annihilation morphology. The results for the NFW morphology are qualitatively similar. Each of the four IEMs shows a clear preference for particular DM masses, but there is considerable variation between them, with the index-scaled models favoring a mass around ∼ 50 GeV, while the intensity-scaled models favor higher masses ∼ 200 GeV. The results are consistent with the results obtained by [17] , where the spectrum of the GC excess for the index-scaled IEMs displays a lower energy cutoff compared to the intensity-scaled IEMs. The spectra we consider here correspond to motivated DM scenarios, in contrast with the simpler assumptions made for the spectral model by [17] .
In Fig. 4 , we present the ML fractions into the three annihilation channels as a function of the DM mass, for each of the IEMs with the NFW-c annihilation morphology. These also vary considerably from one IEM to another, and are characterized by one channel or another typically dominating at any given DM mass hypothesis: charged leptons at lower masses ∼ 10−20 GeV; down-type quarks in the range ∼ 50 − 170 GeV; and up-type quarks above 180 GeV and at lower masses ∼ 20 − 40 GeV. The lepton flux declines steeply above ∼20 GeV, and its contribution to the flux is smaller for the index-scaled models (Pulsars in particular) compared to the intensity-scaled ones. This reflects in part the lower energy cutoff of the GC excess spectrum for the index-scaled models and the harder γ-ray spectra produced by charged leptons compared to quarks. Also of note is the sharp transition from annihilation into down-type quarks to up-type quarks at the top mass threshold, ∼ 175 GeV. This follows because the pseudo-scalar model annihilations are dominated by the heaviest quark kinematically accessible, and top quarks produced close to at rest decay into ∼ 60 GeV bottom quarks, corresponding to the ML region at m χ ∼ 50 GeV.
The best-fit DM mass for the Pulsars (OB stars) indexscaled IEM is 50
+10
−10 GeV (70 +15 −10 GeV), and in both cases annihilation is predominantly into bottom quarks 3 . These results are compatible with the findings of previous studies [57, 58] interpreting the spectrum of the excess as presented in Ref. [17] . The intensity-scaled IEMs favor higher DM masses, 180 +15 −5 GeV and 190 +25 −15 GeV, for the Pulsars and OB stars variants, respectively, and primarily favor annihilation into top quarks. We note that the likelihood profile for the OB stars, intensity-scaled IEM is rather flat around the minimum, which yields a higher uncertainty in the best-fit DM mass, compared to the other IEMs. The uncertainties on the flux fractions into up-type and down-type quarks in this mass range are also somewhat larger.
The differential fluxes for the ML model (and the data points) are shown for each IEM in Fig. 5 . Individual model components are displayed separately, including the contribution to the DM flux from each annihilation final state, as well as their sum. The contribution from each DM annihilation channel illustrates the fact that the integrated DM flux originates primarily from annihilations into quarks with the harder spectrum from annihilation into leptons becoming important at higher energies, particularly for the intensity-scaled IEMs. The γ-ray emission correlated with gas from the innermost ∼1 kpc is sub-dominant in the region. Fig. 5 also shows the fractional residuals as a function of energy. The agreement between data and model is at the level of a few % or better up to ∼ 30 GeV for all IEMs, and is generally worse at higher energies for all but the Pulsars, index-scaled IEM. It is plausible that the energy cutoff at the DM mass in the annihilation spectrum limits its ability to describe the excess at the higher energies while simultaneously providing a good fit to the data in the few GeV range. We note that the fractional residuals based on realistic DM models including up-type, down-type, and lepton final states generally improve (for the same number of free parameters) over the results in [17] based on a power law with exponential cutoff spectrum.
Residual count (data-model) maps are shown in Fig. 6 for the energy bands 1 − 1.6, 1.6 − 10, and 10 − 100 GeV, for each IEM. Structured excesses and deficits remain that may be attributed to imperfect modeling of the interstellar emission. Because of this, we do not rule out the DM models corresponding to IEMs with larger fractional residuals as these discrepancies might be explained by limitations in the IEMs. There is better agreement with the data when the DM spectrum is modeled with power law functions in 10 independent energy bins as done in [17] ; perhaps unsurprising given the larger number of free parameters for the spectral model.
The differential flux from the total DM annihilation component for both profiles (NFW, NFW-c) and all four IEMs are summarized in Fig. 7 . The bands represent the 1σ fit uncertainty on the flux summing the up-type, down-type, and lepton final states. For the index-scaled variants of the IEMs, the spectrum peaks at a few GeV, while for the intensity-scaled counterparts the peak shifts to higher energies. This is consistent with the requirement that the high energy tail in the spectrum for the intensity-scaled IEMs, predominantly from annihilations into leptons, has to cutoff at the same energy (corresponding to the DM mass) as the contribution to the flux from annihilations into up-type and down-type quarks, which dominate the DM flux at lower energies. Finally, we note that the flux for NFW-c profile is smaller compared to the NFW profile. As a consequence, a simple rescaling based on J−factors when comparing fit results obtained with different profiles is not accurate, as the flux assigned to the DM component has a dependence on the specific morphology.
We translate the DM template flux for each IEM into the inclusive annihilation cross section, with the results shown in Fig. 8 . Also shown for comparison is the σv predicting saturation the measured DM relic density for a standard cosmology [59] . The results for the index-scaled models are comparable to those found in most of the ear-FIG. 6. Residuals (data -model) in three energy bands, for the four IEMs. The rows correspond to the range 1 -1.6 GeV (top), 1.6 -10 GeV (center), and 10 -100 GeV (bottom). The columns, going from left to right are: Pulsars, index-scaled; Pulsars, intensity-scaled; OB stars, index-scaled; OB stars, intensity-scaled.
lier studies of the GeV excess [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The intensityscaled models however are consistent with larger DM masses and cross sections, as first discussed in [57] , based on the spectra from [17] .
D. Results for Vector Interactions
The analysis for the vector-type DM interactions proceeds very similarly to the analysis of the pseudo-scalar interactions described above. For each IEM and both NFW and NFW-c morphologies, the DM mass is scanned and the couplings to up-type quarks, down-type quarks, and charged leptons is fit. The results are presented in Masses and cross sections for pseudo-scalar interaction models (including one and two sigma uncertainties as the tick marks) for NFW and NFW-c DM profiles, and the four IEMs, as indicated. Also shown are the cross sections saturating the standard thermal relic density (grey dashed line) and the Fermi-LAT 95% C.L. bounds from dwarf spheroidal galaxies, assuming 100% annihilation into bb.
Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, for each IEM with the NFWc profile (the results for the NFW profile are qualitatively similar.) Similarly to pseudo-scalar interactions, lower DM masses are favored by the index-scaled IEMs, compared to the intensity-scaled. However, in general, lower DM masses are favored for the vector interaction models than for the pseudo-scalar ones for the same IEM. In addition, because the coupling to SM fermions is assumed to be flavor-universal for the vector interaction model, there is no sharp transition in behavior at the top quark mass. For the Pulsars, index-scaled IEM, there are two close-to-degenerate minima in the likelihood profile, with 
V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER SEARCHES
As seen in sections IV C and IV D, DM interpretations of the GC excess cover a broad range of masses (∼ 10 − 200 GeV) and σv , depending on the IEM, DM profile, and interaction type. One crucial avenue toward exploring a DM hypothesis for the excess is to compare the regions of parameter space best describing the excess with the results from other searches for DM. Null results of such searches can sharpen the target parameter space or even exclude candidate explanations, whereas positive results could strengthen a DM interpretation of the excess and better define the characteristics of candidate models. 4 For annihilations into leptons, secondary γ-ray emission via IC processes is neglected. Note that for DM masses 10 GeV, IC photons are mainly produced at energies < 1 GeV [60, 61] .
A. Indirect Searches
For masses in the range 10 − 200 GeV, the strongest constraints from indirect detection are generally from Fermi-LAT observations of dwarf spheroidal galaxies [1] . These limits appear to constrain the region relevant for explanations of the GC excess, but are derived from less theoretically motivated DM annihilation models where the DM annihilates into one species of SM fermion at a time. As such, they do not precisely apply to the models considered here, although similar conclusions are likely. The bound based on the assumption of 100% annihilation into bb, corrected to account for Dirac (rather than Majorana) DM particles, is shown on Figures 8 and 11 for reference. The dwarf spheroidal bounds for annihilations into leptons are not displayed in these figures. Although they would in principle be more pertinent to constrain our low mass, vector interaction results, they are still not adequate as the final state channel we consider here is an equal weight mixture of e + e − , µ + µ − , τ + τ − and therefore not directly comparable.
The limitations in the IEMs, modeling uncertainties in the dwarf halos [62] [63] [64] [65] , modifications to the particle physics model for DM [66] , and large uncertainties in the J-factor for the GC [67] , all widen the relative uncertainties when confronting the parameters describing the GC excess with the limits from observations of dwarf spheroidal galaxies. Because of this, care must be taken when contrasting these limits with a DM interpretation of the GC excess.
The particle physics models under consideration also lead to annihilations producing anti-matter, such as positrons or anti-protons. Positrons in particular show excess production compared to naive expectations [68, 69] , leading to limits which do not significantly constrain the parameters for the GC excess [70] . Recently, Ref. [71] performed a detailed analysis of the anti-proton spectrum measured by AMS-02 [72] , and also found an indication for an excess component roughly consistent with the parameter space describing a DM interpretation of the GC excess (see also [73] for a less optimistic view). The interpretation of CR anti-matter measurements is complicated by propagation, energy losses, and other modeling uncertainties related to particle fragmentation, as well as the spatial distribution of astrophysical sources. Consequently, the interpretation of these data in terms of DM is unclear.
B. Direct Searches
Coupling to quarks implies coupling to hadrons, and thus is bounded from direct searches for DM scattering with heavy nuclei. Models with pseudo-scalar interactions map onto a scattering cross section which is both suppressed by the small velocities of DM in the Galactic halo and are also spin-dependent. As a result, the expectation is that the constraints from direct searches result in mild constraints. In contrast, vector interactions lead to velocity-unsuppressed spinindependent scattering and are strongly constrained by direct searches. For the vector models, which contribute to the spin-independent cross section σ SI , we follow the usual convention mapping onto this quantity defined at zero relative velocity. For pseudo-scalar interactions, we compute the integrated cross section for DM scattering with a nucleon by integrating over the recoil energy of the nucleus and the velocity of the DM, which we assume follows a Maxwellian distribution, using techniques developed in [74] [75] [76] [77] , (specifically using the code presented in Ref. [76] ). This integrated cross section should be distinguished from usual spin-dependent cross section σ SD , defined at zero velocity scattering, and is a more appropriate measure of scattering which is strongly velocity-FIG. 11. Masses and cross sections for vector interaction models (including one and two sigma uncertainties) for NFW and NFW-c DM profiles, and the four IEMs, as indicated. Also shown are the cross sections saturating the standard thermal relic density (grey dashed line) and the Fermi-LAT 95% C.L. bounds from dwarf spheroidal galaxies, assuming 100% annihilation into bb.
dependent.
In Figs. 12 and 13 , we show the ML points for the pseudo-scalar and vector models mapped into the WIMPneutron spin-dependent integrated cross section, respectively, for each IEM and both NFW and NFW-c. For comparison, the limits from the LUX search for DM scattering with Xenon are presented [78] , also mapped into σ SI or the integrated cross section for spin-dependent scattering with neutrons. For the vector models, the limits from LUX easily exclude all of the ML points except for the point with dark matter masses around 10 GeV which annihilates predominantly into leptons for the Pulsars, index-scaled IEM with NFW-c profile, which has sufficiently small coupling to quarks that the scattering with nuclei is highly suppressed. For the pseudo-scalar models, the predictions for the ML points lie well below below the LUX bounds, with the lower mass points potentially probed long-term by Darwin [79] , while the higher mass points are slightly above the neutrino floor [80] and out of the reach of these experiments. These results illustrate the importance of the IEM modeling and its influence on characterization of the putative signal, which can lead to drastic differences in the expectations from complementary searches.
C. Collider Searches
Searches at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) are more model-dependent, and can be classified based on the masses and couplings of the particles mediating the interaction. When such particles are heavy compared to the typical collider energies, they can be described by the same EFTs employed in this paper. The results of searches in this regime are typically not competitive with direct searches except at masses far below those of interest to describe the GC excess [81, 82] . For lighter mediating particles, the limits depend sensitively on the specific couplings to the DM as well as to the SM fermions. In particular, for values of the cross sections similar to what has been found in past characterizations of the GeV excess, cases where a pseudo-scalar mediator's coupling to DM is significantly weaker than the coupling to quarks are mildly constrained by LHC data, and the opposite limit is essentially unconstrained [83] . Given the wide range of parameter space (which is even larger for the specialized IEM analysis considered here), it seems possible that the LHC could eventually hope to observe an excess consistent with a pseudo-scalar mediator interpretation if parameters are favorable. Similar remarks apply to the vector mediator models, although all but the Pulsars, index-scaled IEM with NFW-c profile are already excluded by direct detection experiments. This latter model is consistent with vanishing coupling to quarks, and thus is unlikely to be excluded by searches at the LHC.
VI. SUMMARY
The excess of ∼ GeV γ-rays from the direction of the GC is an indication that there is something in the γ-ray sky beyond our current knowledge. Whether this source ultimately proves to originate from DM annihilation or from a more conventional astrophysical source still remains to be determined, and is likely to require further experimental input. As part of this process, we have examined key aspects of the putative signal using the specialized IEMs, developed by the Fermi-LAT Collaboration [17] . Our goal in characterizing potential DM explanations is to explore the implications from complementary searches, which can rule out or favor a DM interpretation.
Our results illustrate the impact of interstellar emission modeling on the extracted characteristics of the excess and highlight the need for improved modeling to capture a more realistic range of possibilities. As far as the gross characteristics of the excess are concerned, we find an offset of ∼ 0.5
• of the excess centroid from Sgr A* for all four IEMs considered. We further find no significant evidence that the tail of the excess has a different spatial morphology than the few GeV bump, with both high energy and low energy components favoring an NFW morphology compared to the other morphologies we have considered.
We also consider flexible and realistic particle physics models for DM interacting with up-type quarks, downtype quarks, and charged leptons, for two separate interaction types (pseudo-scalar and vector) leading to swave annihilation. These theories are described by EFTs, valid when the momentum transfer is small compared to the masses of the particles mediating the interactionsto describe annihilation, this implies the mediators are heavier than the DM itself. We find that the choice of IEM has a large impact on the preferred DM mass, annihilation cross section, and primary annihilation channel. In particular, we identify regions with higher masses and annihilation predominantly into top quarks. Comparing the ML points in parameter space with direct and collider searches, we find that all of the vector models aside from one at DM mass ∼ 10 GeV and annihilating into leptons are ruled out by null results from the LUX experiment. The pseudo-scalar models predict spin-dependent and velocity-dependent scattering with nuclei at a rate far below the current sensitivity, but in some cases within the grasp of future planned experiments. It would be interesting, but beyond the scope of this work, to extend our analysis beyond the EFT limit to the case of models where the DM can annihilate directly into the mediator particles themselves.
The GeV excess is a compelling hint that there is more to learn about the Galaxy. It is likely to take a combined effort of observation and interpretation to unravel its nature.
